LEGAL UPDATE

By: Dawn Coppock

INTERESTING, DYNAMIC,
THE TENNESSEE ADOPTION CODE
Adoption is a microcosm of values, politics, psychology, economics,
public policy, emotion and aggressively competing interests. It is
interesting, dynamic, and, in the past three legislative sessions here in
Tennessee, very active. Let's hit the high points.
2018
In 2018 the legislature responded to complaints that adoption was
too expensive and complicated with the "First in Adoption Act."The
"FIAA'.' contained many revisions, including: a new and much shorter
surrender form; a shift of proof of willfulness in the abandonment
ground; limiting the class of putative fathers to those who take some
affirmative action; and removing men from that class whose sole
qualification was that the birthmother remembered their name. The
law now requires checks of out of state putative father's registries where
available, closing two loopholes in dependency and neglect grounds for
termination of parental rights that previously only applied to the unfit
parent who tried, but not to one who disappeared. This expands venue for
adoptions, permitting non-residents to petition for adoption in Tennessee
in some cases. Finally, the law expanded the ground for severe abuse to
abuse perpetrated against any child and not just the subject child or a
sibling or household member. 2018 was a big year for adoption. 1
2019
The major bill in 2019 created legally enforceable post-adoption
contact agreements or PACAs, another big deal. Previously, in Tennessee
birth and adoptive families often agreed to post-adoption contact but
there was no option to create an enforceable agreement.
The new law2 is based in contract and makes all written and signed
agreements for post-adoption contact between birth and adoptive parents
legally enforceable unless they expressly say enforceability is not intended.
Enforceable post-adoption contact agreements "PACAs" are the national
trend but Tennessee's statute is exceptional in a couple of ways. It requires
child-centered conflict resolution attempts before litigation and it
guarantees birth parents a realistic opportunity to enforce the agreement
even if they are poor. The pre-litigation conflict resolution costs are borne
by the adoptive parents and the litigation cost of the all parties are to be
apportioned by the court based on means and good faith. A concept that
merits broader application. 3
Another 2019 law is highly unpopular with guardian ad !items. It
begins with prefatory language that adoption needs to be more affordable
and then creates a rebuttable presumption that the GAL's fees be divided
between all parties, that any indigent parties portion be paid by the AOC,
and if any party is indigent, the GAL calculate the fees for all parties at
the AOC rate.•
A big clean-up bill was also passed in 2019, Public Chapter 36.
The law requires that people, usually birth mother's, must disclose certain
information to adoption professionals or be subject to criminal penalties.
In 2019 the identity and whereabouts of a biological parent was removed
from the list. Naming putative fathers and legal parents is still required,
but because under the FIAA being a biological but not a putative father
no longer elevates the man to the class of those whose rights must be
terminated, the mother can now keep that information private without
criminal implications.
Judges were given the authority to waive responses to out of state
putative father registry checks when the other state has a registry but
isn't able to process requests from Tennessee petitioners in a timely
way. The requirement of out of state checks was removed altogether for
termination of parental rights cases without adoptions. Some typos were
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fixed in the 2018 surrender form, and an express statement was included
that proof that a parent is dead satisfies the requirement to terminate that
parent's rights.
In a bill primarily related to the state child welfare system, the definition
of severe child abuse was expanded to cover a parent whose child under
age 8 tested positive for illegal drugs.5 Sadly most attorneys who work
regularly in juvenile court have had at least one case like that, as drugs
continue their war on Tennessee families.
2020
2020 arrived with a political bang in Tennessee adoption. Church
affiliated agencies in several states, including Tennessee, passed laws to
permit private agencies to discriminate guided by their, "religious beliefs
or moral convictions." As a practical matter, Tennessee's church-affiliated
adoption agencies have always discriminated for any number of reasons
and there was no promising movement afoot here to stop them. The law
does not have a stated target.
The news coverage indicated that the law's target was the LGBT
community, who is overrepresented as foster parents nationally. Knoxville
is home to many adoptive families headed by same sex parents. They were
the primary target. But the law is plenty broad enough to permit many
other kinds of discrimination, like leaving out abortion when counseling
a woman about option for an unplanned pregnancy, excluding prospective
adoptive parents of other faiths, or no faith, and of the agency's faith who
are not faithful enough, discrimination against single parents, working
mothers and divorced people. Tennessee's private adoption agencies'
policies are all over the board. All these kinds of discrimination are
practiced here, or have been in the recent past. As state child welfare
functions are increasingly privatized, including to church-affiliated
agencies, this is a legal issue that we will sec again.
2020 also saw passage of some technical bills including clarifying
which guardian's rights needed to be terminated and which did not,
and simplifying the calculation of the time period used to determine
abandonment for those who are or have recently been incarcerated.
Under the original calculation, it was possible to be in and out of jail
so frequently that an abandonment period could not be calculated so
abandonment could not be proven. At least on that point of law, a parent
can no longer win by being extra bad.
Consider yourself current until our representatives reconvene in
Nashville.
Side notefrom Dawn
The best of these bills were created and driven by ordinary
Tennessee lawyers, often working together on a code they know
well. Next time you find yourselffrustrated yet again by a state
statute that is unclear or just wrong, draft something better, phone
a few lawyer friends and a legislator and improve the pond we all
swim in. It is satisfying work.

DICTA

See TBA Journal, July 2018 "Tennessee's New Adoption Law" by Dawn Coppock
and Mike Jennings for more detail on the First in Adoption Act.
T.C.A. §36-1-145
See TBA Journal, May 2019 "A New Concept," by Mike Jennings and Will Vetterick
for more a more detailed discussion of the PAGA statute.
T.C.A. §36-1-146
T.C.A. § 37 -1-102(b)(27)
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